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Project #1:

Project name: __Establish a Scholarship__ Date(s) of Project: ___10/2017 - 3/2018_______

Project area: __ Community/Liberal Culture ___ University/College _X_ Professions/Engineering ___ Chapter/Social ___ Education/Prof. Dev.  
___ K-12/MindSET

Number of persons who participated in this project Members: _3__
   Electees: ___

Cassie Bradley, Jared Muench, Advisor Darryl Thelen

Hours spent on this project. Organizing: _20_ Participating: __

DESCRIPTION:

I. General Description: _Tau Beta Pi WI-A was notified that we had a rather large amount of money held for us in the Harry Steenbock Trust Fund, which we could use for a large variety of purposes. Our Chapter struggles with campus awareness, so our Advisor Darryl Thelen suggested we create a recurring $1,000 annual scholarship that is awarded to five active members who display the three pillars of Tau Beta Pi throughout their undergraduate involvements. The winners will be chosen by the committee of advisors. It is our plan to have the winners be recognized at their respective Awards Ceremony held by their department, at which other students will become familiar with our group and possibly look to join, should they receive an invitation._

II. Purpose & Relationship to Objectives of TBP: _This scholarship rewards those members who exemplify the three pillars of Tau Beta Pi. It is also our goal that through this scholarship, there will be a greater awareness for and interest in joining Tau Beta Pi by other excellent students in Engineering._

III. Organization & Administration: (in conjunction with another group?) ___ Yes _X_ No

IV. Cost & Personnel Requirements: __All of the scholarships will be funded by the Harry Steenbock Trust Fund, which will allow for ~5 scholarships each year. So far, this appears to be an excellent opportunity for long-term recognition of excellent Tau Bates in the WI-A chapter._

V. Special Problems: __At times, it was challenging to work with the College of Engineering Administration to put the money into the proper accounts, etc. However, Darryl Thelen was able
to take care of most of these issues because of his relationship with the Dean’s Office. Setting up a scholarship was also new to us. This process was made very simple with the help of Heather in the Scholarship Office. The biggest problem we had on this end was determining which questions to ask the candidates in order to get the most out of our application.

VI. Overall Evaluation/Results (Be Specific): Winners will be chosen over the summer months and will be recognized at their respective Awards Ceremony in the Fall semester. Thus, it is too early to tell how establishing this recurring scholarship will affect overall awareness and membership in Tau Beta Pi. However, it is our goal that this scholarship will be an added draw to join Tau Beta Pi.

VII. Index of Exhibits: N/A

Project #2:

Project name: SlowFood Volunteering Date(s) of Project: several days a week fall and spring semester

Project area: Community/Liberal Culture University/College Profession/Engineering Chapter/Social Education/Prof. Dev. K-12/MindSET

Number of persons who participated in this project
Members: 27
Electees: 

(Please attach a list of names.)

Ke Xu, Alex Pletta, Tejas Goculdas, Riley Bridges, It Fufuengsin, Needar Namjoshi, Ben Zastrow, Raymond McConnell, Victoria Trantow, Alex Babinski, Stephen Yuan, Vincent Belito, Jessi Kelley, Justin Gutter, Nichole Truby, Claire Chen, Ben Farley, Peter Hesse, Peter Norton, Kai Pederson, Matthew Budde, Christian Zimonick, Jeff Maskalunas, Christian Zimonick, Matthew Budde, Sarah Brown, James Malcheski

Hours spent on this project. Organizing: Participating: 76

DESCRIPTION:

I. General Description: We helped the organization SlowFood prepare and serve locally grown and healthy food for locals SlowFood is an organization on campus that tries to counteract fastfood and supports sit down dinners.
II. Purpose & Relationship to Objectives of TBP: _________Volunteering our time to support a great organization.

III. Organization & Administration: (in conjunction with another group?) ___X_ Yes ___ No

SlowFood

IV. Cost & Personnel Requirements: _______N/A___

VI. Overall Evaluation/Results (Be Specific): ________Brought smiles to many peoples faces while serving them a healthy meal.

VII. Index of Exhibits: N/A

Project #3:

Project name: ______Wisconsin Science Festival________________________

Date(s) of Project: _______11/4, 11/5, 2/3, 3/3, 4/7,________

Project area: _X_ Community/Liberal Culture _X_ University/College

__ Profession/Engineering __ Chapter/Social ___X_Education/Prof. Dev.

__ K-12/MindSET

Number of persons who participated in this project Members: _15__

Electees: ___

(Please attach a list of names.)

Nichole Truby, Ben Morris, Jeff Maskalunas, Bryce Kramer, Raymond McConnell, Peter Norton, Alex Pletta, Rachel Reiter, James Malcheski, Victoria Trantow, Ben Zastrow, Bryan Pogorelsky, Jiayu Wang, Thomas DeGuire, Ethan Wen

Hours spent on this project. Organizing: ___ Participating: _23__

DESCRIPTION:

I. General Description: _____At the Discovery Institute located on the UW campus, there is a monthly Science Festival with several booths with different science topics. This event draws in children and their families and teaches them about important scientific concepts. Members of Tau Beta Pi assisted at booths during these events.

II. Purpose & Relationship to Objectives of TBP: _________Volunteering our time to educate children on scientific concepts.

III. Organization & Administration: (in conjunction with another group?) ___X_ Yes ___ No

The Discovery Institute
Project #4:

Project name: __Fall Initiation and Socialization_  Date(s) of Project:  __11/12/17___

Project area: __ Community/Liberal Culture__ __ University/College  
__ Profession/Engineering  _X_ Chapter/Social  __ Education/Prof. Dev.  
__ K-12/MindSET

Number of persons who participated in this project  Members: _10__

Electees: _14__

Bryan Pogorelsky, Alex Babinski, Grant Ellifson, Jessi Kelley, Kai Pederson, Justin Gutter, Stephen Yuan, Jiayu Wang, Raymond McConnell, Victoria Trantow, Matt Szymski, Matt Budde, Peter Hesse, Christian Zimonick, Jared Muench, Cassie Bradley, Rachel Reiter, Sarah Brown, Haley Massa, Erik Doersching, Ethan Wen, Claire Chen, Desiree Flouro, Nichole Truby

Hours spent on this project.  Organizing: _4__  Participating: _2__

DESCRIPTION:

I. General Description: __Initiation is held each semester to usher in new members to the WI-A chapter. TBP officers conduct the speaking parts. For this particular event, we had Insomnia Cookies brought in after the ceremony. This allowed for socializing between newly initiated members, the TBP officers, and any members who joined us.__

II. Purpose & Relationship to Objectives of TBP: _Holding initiation ensures that the WI-A chapter will continue to be a thriving chapter well into the future.__

III. Organization & Administration: (in conjunction with another group?) ___ Yes _X_ No

IV. Cost & Personnel Requirements: __The only cost of this event was the purchase of Insomnia Cookies for socializing afterwards.__

V. Special Problems: _There were no problems at initiation this semester. All things went smoothly and as planned.__
VI. Overall Evaluation/Results (Be Specific): 

This was the first time that we offered refreshments after the ceremony, and I believe it was well-received by the new members. They appreciated the opportunity to get to know each other, as well as getting to know some of their peers.

VII. Index of Exhibits: N/A

Project #5:

Project name: Fall Initiation and Socialization 
Date(s) of Project: 11/12/17

Project area: Community/Liberal Culture 
University/College
Profession/Engineering 
Chapter/Social 
Education/Prof. Dev. 
K-12/MindSET

Number of persons who participated in this project 
Members: 10 
Electees: 14

Bryan Pogorelsky, Alex Babinski, Grant Ellifson, Jessi Kelley, Kai Pederson, Justin Gutter, Stephen Yuan, Jiayu Wang, Raymond McConnell, Victoria Trantow, Matt Szymski, Matt Budde, Peter Hesse, Christian Zimonick, Jared Muench, Cassie Bradley, Rachel Reiter, Sarah Brown, Haley Massa, Erik Doersching, Ethan Wen, Claire Chen, Desiree Flouro, Nichole Truby

Hours spent on this project. 
Organizing: 4 Participating: 2

DESCRIPTION:

I. General Description: Initiation is held each semester to usher in new members to the WI-A chapter. TBP officers conduct the speaking parts. For this particular event, we had Insomnia Cookies brought in after the ceremony. This allowed for socializing between newly initiated members, the TBP officers, and any members who joined us.

II. Purpose & Relationship to Objectives of TBP: Holding initiation ensures that the WI-A chapter will continue to be a thriving chapter well into the future.

III. Organization & Administration: (in conjunction with another group?) Yes No

IV. Cost & Personnel Requirements: The only cost of this event was the purchase of Insomnia Cookies for socializing afterwards.

V. Special Problems: There were no problems at initiation this semester. All things went smoothly and as planned.
VI. Overall Evaluation/Results (Be Specific): 
This was the first time that we offered refreshments after the ceremony, and I believe it was well-received by the new members. They appreciated the opportunity to get to know each other, as well as getting to know some of their peers.

VII. Index of Exhibits: 
N/A

Project #6:

Project name: Baking social/ holiday card making

Date(s) of Project: 12/3

Project area:
- Community/Liberal Culture
- University/College
- Profession/Engineering
- Chapter/Social
- Education/Prof. Dev.
- K-12/MindSET

Number of persons who participated in this project
- Members: 10
- Electees: 

(Please attach a list of names.)
Nichole Truby, Sarah Brown, Desiree Flouro, Victoria Trantow, Connor Acker, Jackson Melchert, Claire Chen (might be late), It Fufuengsin, Neehar Namjoshi, Grant Karlsson Ellifson

Hours spent on this project.
- Organizing: 1
- Participating: 4

DESCRIPTION:

I. General Description: This event we spent time together making and decorating cookies then we made Holiday cards for the Childrens Hospital after.

II. Purpose & Relationship to Objectives of TBP: Getting to know one another and giving back to the community by making cards for ill children

III. Organization & Administration: (in conjunction with another group?) Yes No

Cards for Hospitalized Kids
IV. Cost & Personnel Requirements: Minimal cost. Cost of card making supplies and cookie decorating.
V. Special Problems: N/A
VI. Overall Evaluation/Results (Be Specific): N/A
VII. Index of Exhibits: N/A

Project #7

Project name: Comedy Club Social Date(s) of Project: 12/7/2017

Project area: Community/Liberal Culture University/College
Profession/Engineering Chapter/Social Education/Prof. Dev.
K-12/MindSET

Number of persons who participated in this project Members: 4
Electees: 
(Please attach a list of names.)
Ethan Wen, Jesse Parritz, Matthew Szymski, Peter Hesse

Hours spent on this project. Organizing: 4 Participating: 1.5

DESCRIPTION:

I. General Description: Chapter social event hosted at the Comedy Club on State St. on a Thursday night.
II. Purpose & Relationship to Objectives of TBP: The purpose of the event was to provide a social opportunity for members to de-stress from midterm exams and upcoming final exams. It was also a good opportunity for new members to get to know current members.

III. Organization & Administration: (in conjunction with another group?) Yes No

IV. Cost & Personnel Requirements: Tickets to the show were $10 per person, but University of Wisconsin-Madison students get a discount for $5 a ticket, provided that they bring their student ID’s to the venue.

V. Special Problems: Some of the members who had signed up emailed to notify that they couldn’t make it; however, it was on really short notice, leaving only four members that attended the event.

VI. Overall Evaluation/Results (Be Specific): The show was really great, and the members who attended stated that they really enjoyed it. This would be a great social event option in the future. Hopefully we can get more members to attend the next time.
Project #8:

Project name: Bent Casting (Fall 2)  Date(s) of Project: 12/9/18

Project area: Community/Liberal Culture University/College
__ Profession/Engineering  X Chapter/Social  Education/Prof. Dev.
__ K-12/MindSET

Number of persons who participated in this project
Members: 10
Electees: 

Jared Muench, Cassie Bradley, Peter Hesse, Raymond McConnell, Kai Pederson, Matthew Budde, Haley Massa, Neehar Namjoshi, Stephen Yuan, Grant Ellifson

Hours spent on this project. Organizing: 1 Participating: 2

DESCRIPTION:

I. General Description: At this event, WI-A Tau Beta Pi members cast their own bents at the Material Science Foundry. This involves preparing the green-sand mold, melting the bronze, and pouring the bronze out into the mold. Each member who attended is able to take home their own 5-inch Bent.

II. Purpose & Relationship to Objectives of TBP: Not only does this event serve as an opportunity for Tau Beta Pi members to socialize, but it also allows members to cast their own Bent that they can polish/sand and keep with them throughout their college and industry careers to remind them of their honorary status in Tau Beta Pi.

III. Organization & Administration: (in conjunction with another group?) Yes X No

IV. Cost & Personnel Requirements: This event is at no cost to individual members. However, Tau Beta Pi provides $100 to the individual (Dan Franke) who runs the sessions and works in the Foundry. When bronze needs to be purchased, it usually runs ~$3/pound.

V. Special Problems: N/A

VI. Overall Evaluation/Results (Be Specific): This is a favorite event for the members who attend. After each session, members are amazed to hear that WI-A is the only chapter that still makes their own Bents. Additionally, members are able to “get their hands dirty” by doing the
actual work of casting. It allows them to apply their engineering intuition in a typical manufacturing process.

VII. Index of Exhibits: __N/A__

Project #9:

Project name: ____Sconniebar Fundraiser___ Date(s) of Project: _____12/13/17_____

Project area: __ Community/Liberal Culture __ University/College
__ Profession/Engineering _X_ Chapter/Social __Education/Prof. Dev.
__ K-12/MindSET

Number of persons who participated in this project Members: _~10__
Electees: ____
(Please attach a list of names.)
There is not an exact list of participants because the event was run by the restaurant and members would come and go during the restaurant open hours. It is estimated about ten members attended, many also bringing other friends outside of TBP to support the cause as well.

Hours spent on this project. Organizing: _2_ Participating: _3_

DESCRIPTION:

I. General Description: __This was a fundraising event sponsored by Sconniebar. The restaurant donated 15% of sales to our Chapter when someone at the table mentioned they were there supporting Tau Beta Pi.__

II. Purpose & Relationship to Objectives of TBP: __Fundraising for Tau Beta Pi allows more funding to improve the Tau Beta Pi experience for members by allowing for purchase of food for meetings, t-shirts, etc. Funding can also support our goal of volunteerism by covering transportation costs to/from volunteer sites.__

III. Organization & Administration: (in conjunction with another group?) __Yes _X__ No

IV. Cost & Personnel Requirements: __None. Once the event was set up, there were no minimum requirements. The club could only benefit from more people showing up to the restaurant.__
V. Special Problems: It was difficult to track which members had attended because the event spanned multiple hours during the day, so members came and went when they could to support the fundraiser.

VI. Overall Evaluation/Results (Be Specific): This event ran well; however, the fundraiser did not generate as much money as we had hoped. A similar event in the future will require better advertising and a different restaurant location. However, this type of event is beneficial because people who are not members of Tau Beta Pi can still support the organization.

VII. Index of Exhibits: N/A

Project #10:

Project name: Spring Decorating Cards

Date(s) of Project: 3/3

Project area: Community/Liberal Culture

University/College

Profession/Engineering

Chapter/Social

Education/Prof. Dev.

K-12/MindSET

Number of persons who participated in this project

Members: 4

Electees: __

(Please attach a list of names.)

Nichole Truby, Dhananjay Prahladka, Alex Pletta, Desiree Flouro

Hours spent on this project.

Organizing: __

Participating: 2

DESCRIPTION:

I. General Description: Similar to an event we hosted in the winter, we made Spring cards for Hospitalized children.

II. Purpose & Relationship to Objectives of TBP: Volunteering our time to make cards for children in the hospital.

III. Organization & Administration: (in conjunction with another group?) Yes

IV. Cost & Personnel Requirements: N/A

V. Special Problems: N/A

VI. Overall Evaluation/Results (Be Specific): N/A

VII. Index of Exhibits: N/A
Project #11:

Project name: _Engineering Futures__________ Date(s) of Project: __3/10/18__

Project area: __ Community/Liberal Culture __ University/College
__ Profession/Engineering __ Chapter/Social __ X Education/Prof. Dev.
__ K-12/MindSET

Number of persons who participated in this project Members: 8 Electees: 1
(Please attach a list of names.
Rachel Reiter, Benjamin Farley, Matthew Cheesman, It Fufuengsin, Jessi Kelley, Joshua
Emory, Anapat Chairthinugull, Benjamin Thiry, Haley Massa

Hours spent on this project. Organizing: _15__ Participating: _8__

DESCRIPTION:

I. General Description: __Hosted 2 Engineering Futures Sessions: Analytical Problem Solving
and Effective Presentation Skills. This was our first year hosting Engineering Futures.__________

II. Purpose & Relationship to Objectives of TBP: __To spread the TBP name throughout the
Engineering school, to encourage students to learn soft skills, and to give students a free
opportunity to learn those soft skills.__________________________________________

III. Organization & Administration: (in conjunction with another group?) __ Yes _x__ No

IV. Cost & Personnel Requirements: __The only cost associated with this event is buying lunch,
water, and snacks for the event which costs around $80. Since there were people who did not
show up, we had leftover water and snacks for our next general
meeting.__________________________

V. Special Problems: __Were unable to get enough people to sign up 2 weeks before the
session, and had around half the people not show up the day of. ____________

VI. Overall Evaluation/Results (Be Specific): __Contacting even more professors to get them to
help spread word and encourage attendance at the event will be helpful in the future. We sent
out a post-session survey to the attendees, and all attendees enjoyed Engineering Futures and
stated they would attend again. A few said they’d prefer if the events were on different dates,
and all learned about EF either through our general meeting announcement or through the
school wide activity email. A few thought the 9am start time on Saturday was too early.__

VII. Index of Exhibits: _Not Applicable___________________________________

Project #12:  

Project name: ______Pi Day_________ Date(s) of Project: ___3/14/2018___________  

Project area: __ Community/Liberal Culture __ University/College  
  ___ Profession/Engineering  _x_ Chapter/Social  ___Education/Prof. Dev.  
  __ K-12/MindSET  

Number of persons who participated in this project  
  Members: _23__  
  Electees: ___  
(Please attach a list of names.)  
  Vincent Belsito, Cassandra Bradley, Sarah Brown, Alyssa Carter, Matthew Cheesman, Claire Chen, Thomas Dequiere, Erik Doersching, Grant Ellifson, It Fufuengsin, Justin Gutter, Emily Jewell, Jeffrey Maskalunas, Jared Muench, Neehar Namjoshi, Peter Norton, Noah Rhodes, Joshua Shelley, Elliot Strand, Matthew Szymski, Victoria Trantow, Nichole Truby, Ethan Wen  

Hours spent on this project.  
  Organizing: _4__  
  Participating: _2__  

DESCRIPTION:  
I. General Description: ___On the chapter’s general meeting on 3/14 (Pi Day) the chapter organized some Pi Day festivities. There was a pie eating contest, contest for memorizing the digits of pi, and some pie for the members to enjoy.__________________________________  

II. Purpose & Relationship to Objectives of TBP: ___We though that this would be a fun idea to incorporate into our general meeting that happened to fall on Pi Day.___________________  

III. Organization & Administration: (in conjunction with another group?) ___ Yes  _x__ No  

IV. Cost & Personnel Requirements: ___A room on the engineering campus had to be reserved before the meeting.___________________________________________________  

V. Special Problems: __Nothing in particular__  
VI. Overall Evaluation/Results (Be Specific): _Overall, this event was very fun, and I think the members also had fun with the activities. The kicker was when Cassie, our president, got a whipped cream pie to the face from the member who won the digits of pi memorization contest._
Project #13:

Project name: Bowling/Billiards Social Date(s) of Project: 3/16/2018

Project area: Community/Liberal Culture University/College Profession/Engineering Chapter/Social Education/Prof. Dev. K-12/MindSET

Number of persons who participated in this project Members: 3
Electees: 
(Please attach a list of names.)
Ethan Wen, Victoria Trantow, Sarah Brown

Hours spent on this project. Organizing: 2 Participating: 2

DESCRIPTION:

I. General Description: The event was held at Union South on the UW campus. Union South has a recreational area with bowling alleys, pool tables and a rock wall. A bowling alley and pool table were reserved for the event, which ran for two hours.

II. Purpose & Relationship to Objectives of TBP: We wanted to try something new to see if this type of social event would draw interest from members. The event was also one of the first major social events this semester.

III. Organization & Administration: (in conjunction with another group?) Yes No

IV. Cost & Personnel Requirements: Bowling cost $4.00 per game, and the billiards table cost $7.95 per table. Each pair of bowling shoes was $2.50.

V. Special Problems: It seemed like most members who had signed up for the even forgot about it. There were 8 members signed up to attend the event, but only three came.

VI. Overall Evaluation/Results (Be Specific): The concept of bowling and billiards seemed to draw a lot of interest, but members failed to show up. We shouldn’t throw away the possibility of doing another bowling/billiards social, since it did draw a good amount of interest.
Project #14:

Project name: Land Steward Work Day

Date(s) of Project: 3/17

Project area: Community/Liberal Culture

Number of persons who participated in this project

Members: 3

Electees: 

(Please attach a list of names.) Alex Pletta, It Fufuengsin, Keith Chua

Hours spent on this project.

Organizing: 

Participating: 1.5

DESCRIPTION:

I. General Description: Helping in the garden at the Aldo Leopold Nature Center

II. Purpose & Relationship to Objectives of TBP: Members of Tau Beta Pi volunteered at the Aldo Leopold garden. They helped give back to the community

III. Organization & Administration: (in conjunction with another group?) Yes No

Aldo Leopold Nature Center

IV. Cost & Personnel Requirements: N/A

V. Special Problems: N/A

VI. Overall Evaluation/Results (Be Specific): N/A

VII. Index of Exhibits: N/A

Project #15:

Project name: Spring Initiation and Socialization

Date(s) of Project: 3/18/18

Project area: Community/Liberal Culture

Number of persons who participated in this project

Members: 12

Electees: 11
DESCRIPTION:

I. General Description: Initiation is held each semester to usher in new members to the WI-A chapter. TBP officers conduct the speaking parts. For this particular event, we had Famous Dave’s Barbeque catered in after the ceremony. This allowed for socializing between newly initiated members, the TBP officers, and any members who joined us.

II. Purpose & Relationship to Objectives of TBP: Holding initiation ensures that the WI-A chapter will continue to be a thriving chapter well into the future.

III. Organization & Administration: (in conjunction with another group?) Yes No

IV. Cost & Personnel Requirements: The only cost of this event was the purchase of Famous Dave’s Barbecue for socializing afterwards.

V. Special Problems: We reached out to our current advisors, our district advisor, and the Dean of the College of Engineering (who is a Tau Bate), but none of them were able to show up. It would have been very impressive if these individuals of authority would have been able to attend and greet the newly initiated members.

VI. Overall Evaluation/Results (Be Specific): Ordering Famous Dave’s Barbecue was an excellent idea. The new members stuck around for a much longer time following the event, which allowed us to get to know most of them personally.

VII. Index of Exhibits: N/A

Project #16:

Project name: Comedy Club Social Date(s) of Project: 3/22/2018
Project area: Community/Liberal Culture University/College
Profession/Engineering Chapter/Social Education/Prof. Dev.
Number of persons who participated in this project

Members: _8_
Electees: ___

(Please attach a list of names.)
Ethan Wen, Victoria Trantow, Matthew Szymski, Cassandra Bradley, Rachel Reiter, Justin Gutter, Alyssa Carter, Tejas Goculdas

Hours spent on this project.
Organizing: _4__     Participating: _1.5__

DESCRIPTION:

I. General Description: _____Chapter social event hosted at the Comedy Club on State St. on a Thursday night______________________________________________________________

II. Purpose & Relationship to Objectives of TBP: ___The purpose of the event was to provide a social opportunity for members to de-stress from midterm exams. It was also a good opportunity for new members to get to know current members.____________________________________

III. Organization & Administration: (in conjunction with another group?) ___ Yes  __x_ No

IV. Cost & Personnel Requirements: ___Tickets to the show were $10 per person, but University of Wisconsin-Madison students get a discount for $5 a ticket, provided that they bring their student ID's to the venue._____

V. Special Problems: ___N/A_____

VI. Overall Evaluation/Results (Be Specific): __The show was really great, and the members who attended stated that they really enjoyed it. This would be a great social event option to continue in the future._____  

VII. Index of Exhibits: ____N/A___

Project #17:

Project name: Pi Mile Run         Date(s) of Project: April 14, 2018
Project area: _X_ Community/Liberal Culture       _X_ University/College
                _X_ Profession/Engineering       _X_ Chapter/Social       __Education/Prof. Dev.
                __ K-12/MindSET
Number of persons who participated in this project
Members: 25
Electees: ___

Hours spent on this project. Organizing: 80 Participating: 6

DESCRIPTION:

I. General Description: The 19th Annual Pi Mile Run was held on 4/14 at the UW Natatorium. The run is a charity fundraiser for Madison, WI area non-profits and this year all proceeds went to OccuPaws Guide Dog Association. There were over 80 registrants, and 30 runners the day of the race with another 30 volunteers present at the event. $1100 was raised.

II. Purpose & Relationship to Objectives of TBP: The Pi Mile Run serves the purpose of service, liberal culture, service, and community outreach.

III. Organization & Administration: (in conjunction with another group?) Yes ___ X No

IV. Cost & Personnel Requirements: The event cost $280 for race insurance, $200 for facilities reservations, $400 for T-shirts and $100 for supplies. Food for the event along with the race clock and bibs were all provided by sponsors. Volunteers were required to monitor the race route, distribute pie and water at the start and finish line, check-in registrants, and award prizes that were donated by sponsors to the top 3 finishers in the 5K and 10K races.

V. Special Problems: The event was held outdoors and the weather the day of the race was 30°F and rainy. Therefore, the number of same-day registrants and pre-registrant turn-out the day of the race was low.

VI. Overall Evaluation/Results (Be Specific): The event was a success and the 20th Annual Pi Mile Run will take place next year. Extra consideration will be taken to ensure that the course is easy to follow. It was also difficult to secure corporate sponsorships. Several emails and phone calls were made. It is recommended that in the future, a social event for the chapter be made to have various people calling companies.

VII. Index of Exhibits: N/A
Project #18:

Project name: __Skyzone Trampoline Park Social__   Date(s) of Project: ___4/20/2018___

Project area: __ Community/Liberal Culture__   __ University/College__   __ Profession/Engineering__   _x_ Chapter/Social   __ Education/Prof. Dev.   __ K-12/MindSET

Number of persons who participated in this project

Members: _5__
Electees: ___

(Please attach a list of names.)
Rachel Reiter, Claire Chen, Victoria Trantow, Cassie Bradley, Noah Rhodes

Hours spent on this project.

Organizing: _5__   Participating: __1.5__

DESCRIPTION:

I. General Description: _____Social event at local trampoline park. This was the first time that the chapter organized an event like this.__________________________________

II. Purpose & Relationship to Objectives of TBP: ______The purpose of the event was to provide a fun opportunity to relieve some stress before the start of final exams.___________

III. Organization & Administration: (in conjunction with another group?) ___ Yes   _x_ No

_____Transportation arrangements were made, as the park is far from campus_____________

IV. Cost & Personnel Requirements: ___For a 1.5 hour jump time, the cost is $19.99. Socks that are required to jump in the park are $2.99 a pair. Members attending paid a $10 deposit and the chapter paid the rest of the fees.________________________________________

V. Special Problems: ____Payments from some attending members were received late____

VI. Overall Evaluation/Results (Be Specific): ____There was a wide variety of activities at the trampoline park, including a foam pit, basketball hoops, dodgeball, etc… Everyone seemed to enjoy it.______________________________________________________________

VII. Index of Exhibits: _____N/A__
Project #19:

Project name: Bent Casting (Spring 1) Date(s) of Project: 4/22/18

Project area: Community/Liberal Culture University/College

Profession/Engineering Chapter/Social Education/Prof. Dev.

K-12/MindSET

Number of persons who participated in this project Members: 6

Electees: Jared Muench, Alex Pletta, Isabel Erickson, Riley Bridges, Noah Rhodes, Advisor Naomi Chesler

Hours spent on this project. Organizing: 1 Participating: 2

DESCRIPTION:

I. General Description: At this event, WI-A Tau Beta Pi members cast their own bents at the Material Science Foundry. This involves preparing the green-sand mold, melting the bronze, and pouring the bronze out into the mold. Each member who attended is able to take home their own 5-inch Bent.

II. Purpose & Relationship to Objectives of TBP: Not only does this event serve as an opportunity for Tau Beta Pi members to socialize, but it also allows members to cast their own Bent that they can polish/sand and keep with them throughout their college and industry careers to remind them of their honorary status in Tau Beta Pi.

III. Organization & Administration: (in conjunction with another group?) Yes No

IV. Cost & Personnel Requirements: This event is at no cost to individual members. However, Tau Beta Pi provides $100 to the individual (Dan Franke) who runs the sessions and works in the Foundry. When bronze needs to be purchased, it usually runs ~$3/pound.

V. Special Problems: N/A

VI. Overall Evaluation/Results (Be Specific): This is a favorite event for the members who attend. After each session, members are amazed to hear that WI-A is the only chapter that still makes their own Bents. Additionally, members are able to “get their hands dirty” by doing the actual work of casting. It allows them to apply their engineering intuition in a typical manufacturing process.

VII. Index of Exhibits: N/A
Project #20:

Project name: ___Nitty Cup Night Fundraiser___ Date(s) of Project: __4/26/18__________

Project area: __ Community/Liberal Culture __ University/College
__ Profession/Engineering __X__ Chapter/Social __Education/Prof. Dev.
__ K-12/MindSET

Number of persons who participated in this project
Members: _5__
Electees: ___
(Please attach a list of names.)
Desiree Flouro, Ethan Wen, Nicki Truby, Jessi Kelley, Erik Doersching

Hours spent on this project.
Organizing: _2__ Participating: _3__

DESCRIPTION:

I. General Description: __This was a fundraising event sponsored by Nitty Gritty Bar & Grill. Members of Tau Beta Pi sold cups to people entering the bar for $5 each. The cups would allow people to purchase cheaper drinks from the bar. Tau Beta Pi was able to keep the proceeds from selling the cups on top of the $20 cup cost.______________

II. Purpose & Relationship to Objectives of TBP: ___Fundraising for Tau Beta Pi allows more funding to improve the Tau Beta Pi experience for members by allowing for purchase of food for meetings, t-shirts, etc. Funding can also support our goal of volunteerism by covering transportation costs to/from volunteer sites.______

III. Organization & Administration: (in conjunction with another group?) ___ Yes __X__ No

IV. Cost & Personnel Requirements: _$20 upfront cost to pay for cups. Needed 3-4 at a time to sell the cups._

V. Special Problems: _Nitty Gritty has bar deals already on Thursdays. Run the event in the future on Fridays or Saturdays to increase fundraising profit._

VI. Overall Evaluation/Results (Be Specific): __This is a great fundraising event that allows many different people to learn about Tau Beta Pi and donate to our Chapter. This can also serve as a social event for upperclassmen members of Tau Beta Pi to spend time at Nitty Gritty
together. Overall, this event should be repeated in the future, just on a Friday or Saturday.

VII. Index of Exhibits: ___N/A__

Project #21:

Project name: ____Pre-Final Exam Weekend Study Social__     Date(s) of Project:  _5/1/2018_

Project area: __ Community/Liberal Culture     __ University/College
              __ Profession/Engineering     __ Chapter/Social     __ Education/Prof. Dev.
              __ K-12/MindSET

Number of persons who participated in this project
Members: _5__
Electees: ___

(Please attach a list of names.)
Desiree Fluoro, Rachel Reiter, Haley Massa, Nichole Truby, Ethan Wen

Hours spent on this project.   Organizing: _2__     Participating: _3__

DESCRIPTION:

I. General Description: ___A social event where members could come socialize with fellow TBP members, have some snacks, and get some studying done before finals week.____________

II. Purpose & Relationship to Objectives of TBP: ______A chance for opportunities to socialize for a bit during their studying for final exams._

III. Organization & Administration: (in conjunction with another group?) ___ Yes     ___x_ No

_________A room needed to be reserved for this event.__

IV. Cost & Personnel Requirements: _______N/A___

V. Special Problems: ____Some members who signed up to come to the event did not come.__

VI. Overall Evaluation/Results (Be Specific): ____The event was really fun and relaxing. It was nice to have such an event before the stress of finals week.__

VII. Index of Exhibits: ______N/A__